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i This report presents cost, schedule, and technical characteristics
] for an earth-orbital Space Station program.
-\
:j The report has been prepared in accordance with NASA specifications
| for contractor presentation of cost and schedule plans for a Phase B 12-man,
: 10-year operational Space Station Definition Study.
These data will provide NASA management with a preliminary cost
and schedule planning tool for the development of the overall national space
j program. They will also provide the basis for a logical extension to the
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Flight elements of the Space Station program, illustrated in Figure 1,
include the core, boom, spacer, Brayton, reactor, and experiment modules,
and provisions for artificial-gravity assessment. These elements are sup-
ported by the ground system and interface with the experiment program and
flight elements of other programs such as the advanced logistics system,
Saturn V derivation launch vehicles, and a data relay satellite system.
The Space Station will be a self-contained facility with a minimum
operating life of 10 years, capable of supporting a crew of 12 men for
extended periods during which a variety of NASA-defined scientific arid tech-





























The Space Station must be capable of operating within an operational
envelope varying from 200 to 300 nautical miles at orbit inclinations from
28. 5 to 55 degrees, and at an altitude of 200 nautical miles for polar
(90-degree inclination) and sun-synchronous (97-degree inclination) orbits.
The Space Station design is based on an altitude of 240 nautical miles with
inclinations between 45 and 55 degrees. The Space Station has the capability
to maintain any significant attitude flight mode. The primary flight mode
is with the +~X. axis perpendicular to the orbital plane, the +Z axis in the
direction of the nadir and the +Y axis opposite the velocity vector.
The nominal operating regime of the Space Station is zero gravity, and
systems and operations are designed to this nominal environment. However,
the Station must also be capable of conducting artificial-gravity assessment
operations early in the Space Station program.
Zero-G Mission
The mission operations required to launch, man and operate the Space
Station in a zero-g environment are divided into the 10 phases summarized:
1. Ascenh-to-Orhit - The a ece^^-to-orbit phase starts at liftoff of
the Intermediate -2 1 (INT-21) launch vehicle and terminates at
earth orbit insertion.
2. Premanning - The premanning mission phase begins after the
insertion of the Space Station into a low-altitude earth orbit and
terminates with the initial launch of the Shuttle. During this
mission phase, the Station maintains a habitable environment,
provides a stable attitude for the Space Station and S-II combination,
and provides the capability to verify that the station is habitable
and in a stable attitude such that rendezvous and docking of the
Shuttle can be performed.
3. Initial Manning - The initial manning operation begins at liftoff of
the first AL.S with the initial station crew of six and terminates at
ingress of that crew into the Station. It also includes such opera-
tions as maintaining a stable Station attitude, damping docking
transients, and providing a habitable environment for t ransferr ing
crewmen.
4. Initial Manned Operation - The initial manned operations begin at
initial crew ingress and terminate when the S-II has been disposed.
During this phase, the steerable antennas are fully deployed and
- 4 -
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all subsystems are brought to an operable status consistent with
the requirements of the NRB buildup operations phase.
5. Nuclear reactor Brayton buildup operations - The nuclear reactor
Brayton buildup operations begin after S-II disposal/Shuttle
landing and terminate with initiation of routine operations. The
Brayton module and reactor modules are the principal subassem-
blies of the primary power generation assembly delivered in this
phase. The Brayton module contains the generator room, power
conversion elements, controls, radiator, and heat-rejection loop
components. The reactor module contains the reactor, solid
shield, a shaped augmented water shield tank, and all NaK loop
components. Approximately 7500 pounds of fuel cell-generated
water is pumped to the reactor augmented water shield tank prior
to activation.
6. Routine operations - The routine operations phase constitutes the
major portion 'of the Space Station mission. It begins after depar-
ture of Shuttle 4 with the six-man buildup crew and cargo module
and is completed when disposition of the Space Station is initiated.
During this mission phase, the principal operational activities are
FPE operations, FPE support operations, and station operations.
with regular logistics resupply and crew changes , the routine
operations period can continue for a total station life of 10 years.
7. Periodic operations - The periodic operations phase occurs con-
currently with the routine operations phase. Periodic operations
are those major activities that occur on a cyclical, recurring,
intermittent, or infrequent basis. They include such operations
as logistics resupply, experiment module delivery, detached FPE.
module management, orbit maintenance, and station orientation
maneuvers.
8. Nonroutine operations - A nonroutine operations phase may occur
concurrently with the routine operations phase. Nonroutine opera-
tions are those major activities that may occur once or twice
during the lifetime of the station. The only identified nonroutine
operation is nuclear reactor replacement and disposal.
9. Station disposition - The station disposition phase begins at com-
pletion of the station operational life. Termination of the station
disposal phase depends on the station disposition concept. The
principal station disposition concepts include incorporation into
a spacebase, disposal in a high-altitude orbit, and controlled







I 10. Mission support - Mission support operations are conducted
throughout the Space Station program. During early and unmanned
program phases actual operational control is provided by the
mission support systems. During most manned phases, mission
support activities consist of long-range planning and executive
management of program operations. Missions support operations
include mission management, ground tracking, communication,
crew training and conditioning.
Artificial-Gravity Mission
In the baseline artificial-gravity mission, the first 90 days of manned
operations of the Space Station will include an artificial-gravity assessment.
A baseline artificial-gravity assessment profile established for design pur-
poses includes 35 days of manned zero-gravity operations, 35 days of
artificial-gravity operations, and 14 to 20 days of zero-gravity operations.
Upon completion of the initial artificial-gravity operations, the entire Space
| Station crew will be rotated. The mission operations are divided into
13 phases.
1. Ascent to orbit - Same as zero-gravity mission
2. Premanning - Same as zero-gravity mission
3. Initial manning - Same as zero-gravity mission
4. Initial manned operations - Same as zero-gravity mission
5. Nuclear reactor Brayton buildup operations - Same as zero-gravity
mission
6. Configure for artificial gravity - The configure for artificial-
gravity phase starts on the 39th day with the crew commencing
subsystem checkout and ends with initiation of Space Station
spin-up.
7. Artificial-gravity operations - The artificial-gravity operations
phase starts with initiation of artificial-gravity spinup and ends
upon completion of artificial-gravity spindown. Artificial-gravity
operations will normally be conducted for a total of 35 days for
all artificial-gravity acceleration spin rates. During the artificial-
gravity operations, the artificial-gravity extension boom and spin
rate will be varied in discrete increments to provide a gravity
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8. Configure for zero gravity - The configure for zero-gravity phase
begins at completion of spindown and ends with the departure of
Shuttle 5 with the six-man crew and cargo module used during
artificial-gravity assessment. Following completion of the
artificial-gravity assessment, the Space Station is configured
for routine zero-gravity operations, and this will be the nominal
mode for the remaining operational life of the Space Station. The
steerable high-gain antennas are also deployed at this time.
All remaining operations are the same as in the zero-gravity mission.
] EXPERIMENT MODULES]
The experiment program is based on the NASA-specified Functional
i Program Elements (FPE) shown in Table 1. Generic groupings of the FPE's
1 were made to accommodate similar station-facility and crew support require-
1 ments and are summarized in Table 2. The modes of operation for the 26
experiment FPE's shown are
1. Integral - FPE operates within the mold line of the pressurized
core module and includes the integral (airlock) category in which
the experiments are deployed through booms or other structures
2. Attached - FPE operates outside the mold line of the pressurized
core module but is physically, attached to the core module. '
3. Detached - FPE operate,with no physical linkage to the core
module and include the special category of subsatellites which,
although operating detached, can be retrieved within the core
module during nonoperating periods.
GROUND SYSTEM
The ground system provides the ground equipment, facilities, and
services required to manufacture, test, checkout, launch, support, and
recover flight elements of the Space Station program. The ground system
is subdivided into two functional areas, mission operations support and
premission operations support.
Mission Operations Support System
The mission operations support system encompasses the sites,
facilities, equipment, and services for the executive direction, management,
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The mission management function provides executive direction of the
Space Station mission and exercises operational direction and control of all
elements of the mission operations system. It also provides management,
planning, technical support, and (as required) operational control to the
orbiting Space Station elements.
The mission support sites provide the facilities, services, and equip-
ment for tracking and communication to and from the Space Station for
mission management. .
The crew-training sites provide the general preparation, indoctrina-
tion, familiarization, and procedural practice required to qualify crew
members for duty tours on the Space Station. The crew training sites include
the facilities, equipment, and services required for dynamic simulation,
experiment simulation, operational procedure training, scientific training,
and gravity environment simulation.
Pre-Mission Operations Support System
The pre-mission operations support system encompasses the sites,
facilities, equipment, and services for the manufacture, acceptance and
delivery, assembly, and launch of the Space Station.
The manufacturing site provides the facilities, equipment, and
services necessary for verifying the readiness of an article under test for
delivery to the next assembly or usage point. The acceptance and delivery
site provides the capability for demonstrating the performance of dynamic
functions of articles to the flight-level operating criteria.
The assembly site provides the equipment, facilities, and services to
assemble and verify the readiness of the space vehicle for preflight servicing
and checkout. The assembly site also provides handling, servicing and
support, and checkout equipment for the space vehicle.
The launch site provides control, facilities and equipment, and
support necessary to satisfy Space Station flight hardware characteristics
during launch preparations and launch.
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COST AND SCHEDULE REPORT
The following section contains the cost, schedule,' and technical
characteristics data for the Space Station Phases C and D Program.
Included are the work breakdown structure (WBS) schedule data,
program ground rules, program costs, cost-estimating rationale, funding
schedules, and supporting data.
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1 1. TOTAL PROGRAM COST BY WBS ITEM
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
The work breakdown structure (WBS) lists the principal categories of
projects, hardware, services, and other tasks that comprise the Space
Station earth-orbital program. The WBS (Figure 1-1) is product-oriented
to the subsystem level (Level 5) and provided the frame of reference for the
preparation of preliminary plans, schedules, and cost projections. This
discussion of the WBS is limited to the system level (Level 4).
Space Station Earth-Orbital Program (WBS Element OXX-00-00-00-00)
The Level 2 Space Station earth-orbital program comprise the Space
Station, experiments, experiment module, Shuttle vehicle system, Inter-
mediate 20 and 21 launch vehicle and project elements (Level 3).
SPACE STATION PROJECT
j Space Station Project Element (WBS Element lXX-00-00-00-00)
3
;'j The Space Station project element (Level 3) is composed of the hard-
;,| ware, software, services, and other tasks required to design, develop,
j produce, and support the Space Station project.
The hardware portion of the WBS was derived from an analysis of the
Space Station project element concept design. The identification and place-
ment of floating items (e. g. , program management, systems support, etc. )
is based on North American Rockwell Space Division experience and tailored
to this program.
Cargo Module (WBS Element 1XX-01-00-00-00)
The cargo module element (Level 4) refers to the effort associated
with the design, production, material procurement, quality and reliability
assurance, packaging, and delivery of the complete cargo module. This
element includes the structure, reaction controls tanks, environmental
protection, electrical power batteries and distribution, environmental control
ventilation, and docking subsystems (Level 5). It also includes the effor t
associated with the procurement and fabrication of breadboards, components,
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Core Module (WBS Element 1XX-02-00-00-00)
The core module element (Level 4) refers to the e f fo r t associated with
the design, production, material procurement, quality and reliability
assurance, packaging, and delivery of the complete core.module. This
element includes the structure, reaction control, environmental protection,
electrical power, environmental control and life support, crew and habifc-
; ability, information, guidance and control,.^and docking subsystems (Level 5).
It also includes the effort associated with the procurement and fabrication
- of breadboards, components, and design feasibility and development testing.
Artificial-Gravity Provisions (WBS Element 1XX-03-00-00-00)
The artificial-gravity provisions element (Level 4) refers to the effor t
., associated with the design, production, material procurement, quality and
| reliability assurance, packaging, and delivery of a complete extension
I module and to the delta effort required against the core module structure,
I boom module reaction control, Brayton module reaction control, and the
| . reactor module structure subsystems. It also includes the effor t associated
I with the procurement and fabrication of breadboards, components and design
feasiblity, and development testing for the extension module.
Boom Module (WBS Element 1XX-04-00-00-00)
The boom module element (Level 4) refers to the e f fo r t associated
with the design, production, material procurement, quality and reliability
assurance, packaging, and delivery of the complete boom module. This
element includes the structure, reaction control, environmental protection,
electrical power, environmental control and life support, crew and habit-
ability, information, and docking subsystems (Level 5). It also includes
the effort associated with the procurement and fabrication of breadboards,
components, and design feasibility and development testing.
Brayton Module (WBS Element 1XX-05-00-00-00)
The Brayton module element (Level 4) refers to the effort associated
with-the design, production, material procurement, quality and reliability
assurance, packaging, and delivery of the complete Brayton module. This
element includes the structure, reaction control, environmental protection,
electrical power, environmental control and life support, crew and habit-
ability, information, guidance and control, and docking subsystems (Level 5).
It also includes the effort associated with the procurement and fabrication of







Reactor Module (WBS Element 1XX-06-00-00-OQ)
The reactor module element (Level 4) refers to the effor t associated
with the design, production, material procurement, quality and .reliability
assurance, packaging, and delivery of the complete reactor module. This
element includes the structure, reaction control, environmental protection,
electrical power, guidance and control, and docking subsystems (Level 5).
It also includes the effor t associated with the procurement and fabrication
of breadboards, components, and design feasibility and development testing.
Spacer Module (WBS Element 1XX-07-00-00-00)
The spacer module element (Level 4) refers to the effor t associated
with the design, production, material procurement, quality and reliability
assurance, packaging, and delivery of the complete spacer module. This
element includes the structure, reaction control, environmental protection,
electrical power, environmental control and life support, crew and habit-
ability, information, and docking subsystems (Level 5). It also includes
the effort associated with the procurement-and fabrication of breadboards,
components, and design feasibility and development testing,
Test Hardware (WBS Element 1XX-20-00-00-00)
The test hardware element (Level 4) refers to the ef for t associated
with the design and production configuration test articles (including proto-
types and mockups) for use in ground, GS£, design, and development
testing.
Spares (WBS Element 1XX-2 1 -00-00-00)
The spares element (Level 4) refers to the identification, provisioning,
and production of spare components or assemblies used for replacement
purposes in major end items of flight and ground equipment.
Ground wSupport Equipment (WBS Element 1XX-22-00-00-00)
The ground support equipment (GSE) element (Level 4) refers to the
design, provisioning, and production of hardware and software used to check






] Training Equipment (WBS Element lXX-24-00-00-00)
! The training equipment element (Level 4) re fers to tha effort associated
] with the design and production of distinctive end itetns of training equipment
] required to meet specific training objectives and includes, for example,
j simulators, trainers, and models.
i
1
. Facilities (WBS Element 1XX-30-00-00-00)
The facilities element (Level 4) refers to the effort associated with
site exploration, design, construction, modification, and leasing of all
facilities to support premission and mission operations.
Premission Operations (WBS Element 1XX-4Q-00-00-OQ)
Premission operations (Level 4) include site activation launch
operations, operations support, and site support services such as manage-
ment, planning, engineering services, documentation, and logistics supply
support.
Mission Operations (WBS Element 1XX-41-00-00-00)
Mission operations (Level 4) includes site activation operations
support, and site support services such as management, planning, engineer-
ing services, documentation, crew training, and logistics supply support.
System Support (WBS Element 1XX-42-OQ-00-QO)
Systems support (Level 4 - systems engineering) includes mission and
system requirements, interface and change integration, verification,
engineering controls, technical program planning, and project engineering.
Program Management (WBS Element 1XX-43-00-00-00)
The program management element (Level 4) refers to the administra-
tive planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, controlling, and approval
actions designed to accomplish overall program objectives. This element
includes staffing, program planning and control, plans, configuration
management, data management, safety management, associate contractor
interface, subcontract management, facilities management, production







| Experiments Project Element (WBS Element ZXX-00-00-00-00)
The experiments project element (Level 3) is composed of functional
| program elements (FPE's) grouped into eight disciplines: astronomy, space
j physics, bioscience, earth applications, aerospace medicine, materials
I science and processing, advanced technology, and manned space flight
;j engineering and operations. It includes the supporting Level 4 tasks
(experiment integration, ground support equipment, etc. ) required to design,
develop, produce, and support the individual FPE's.
Astronomy (WBS Element 2XX-0 1-00-00-00)
The astronomy discipline element (Level 4) refers to the effort
associated with the design, production, material procurement, quality and
reliability assurance, packaging, and delivery of the individual FPE's
(5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5. 21). It also includes the effort associated
with the procurement and fabrication of breadboards, components, and
design feasibility and development testing.
' Space Physics (WBS Element 2XX-02-00-00-00)
The space physics discipline element (Level 4) refers to the effort
associated with the design, production, material procurement, quality and
reliability assurance, packaging, and delivery of the individual FPE's (5.6,
5.7, and 5.8). It also includes the effort associated with the procurement
and fabrication of breadboards, components, and design feasibility and
development testing.
Bioscience (WBS Element 2XX-03-00-00-00)
The bioscience discipline element (Level 4) refers to the effort
associated with the design, production, material procurement, quality and
reliability assurance, packaging, and delivery of the individual FPE's
(5.9, 5.10, 5.23, 5.25, and 5. 26). It also includes the effort associated
with the procurement and fabrication of breadboards, components, and
design feasibility and development testing.
Earth Applications (WBS Element 2XX-04-00-00-00)
The earth applications discipline element (Level 4) refers to the effort
associated with the design, production, material procurement, quality and
reliability assurance, packaging, and delivery of the individual FPE's (5. 11,
and 5. 12. It also includes the effort associated with the procurement and







Aerospace Medicine (WBS Element 2XX-05-00-OQ-00)
The aerospace medicine discipline element (Level 4) re fe rs to the
effort associated with the design, production, material procurement, quality
and reliability assurance, packaging, and delivery of the individual FPE's
(5. 13, 5. 14, 5. 15, and 5. 13C). It also includes the effort associated with
the procurement and fabrication of breadboards, components, and design
feasibility and development testing.
] Materials Science and Processing (WBS Element 2XX-06-00-OQ-OQ)
j
| The materials science and processing discipline element (Level 4)
' refers to the effort associated with the design, production, material
, procurement, quality and reliability assurance, packaging and delivery
! of the FPE (5. 16). It also includes the effort associated with the procure-
j ment and fabrication of breadboards, components, and design feasibility
; and development testing.
Advanced Technology (WBS Element 2XX-07-00-00-00)
1 .
The advanced technology discipline element (Level 4) refers to the
effort associated with the design, production, material nrocurement. Quality
.j and reliability assurance, packaging, and delivery of the individual FPE's
I (5. 17, 5. 18, 5. 20, and 5.22). It also includes the ef for t associated with the
; procurement and fabrication of breadboards, components, and design
.J . feasibility and development testing.
*i
I Manned Space Flight Engineering and Operations
i (WBS Element 2XX-08-00-00-00)
The manned space flight engineering and operations discipline element
(Level 4) refers to the effort associated with the design, production,
material procurement, quality and reliability assurance, packaging, and
delivery of the FPE (5. 24). It also includes the effort associated with the
procurement and fabrication of breadboards, components, and design
feasibility and development testing.
Experiment Integration (WBS Element 2XX-49-00-00-00)
The experiment integration element refers to the technical and
functional activities associated with combining FPE's, experiment sections,
and support sections into an experimental module, either attached or detached,
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Experiment Information (WBS Element 2XX-55-00-00-00)
The experiment information element (Level 4) refers to the effort
associated with the design, production, test, and qualification of information
management hardware and software for use in support to the experiment
program.
Experiment Ground Support Equipment (WBS Element 2XX-56-00-OQ-OQ)
The experiment ground support equipment element (Level 4) refers to
the design, provisioning, and production of hardware and software used to
check out and maintain experiment systems or subsystems.
Experiment Facilities (WBS Element 2XX-57-00-00-00)
The experiment facilities element (Level 4) refers to the effort
associated with site exploration design, construction, modification, and
leasing of all facilities required to support the experiment program.
EXPERIMENT MODULES PROJECT
Experiment Module Project Element (WBS Element 3XX-00-00-00-OG)
The experiment module project element (Level 3) comprises attached
and detached experiment modules designed to accommodate an. experiment
or group of experiments (FPE's) and includes the effort associated, with their
design, development, and production. The effort associated with their
technical, management, and operational interfaces with the Space Station
and experiment projects are provided for under the experiment integration
element (WBS Element 2XX-49-00-00-00) of the experiment project element.
Advanced Stellar Astronomy Module (WBS Element 3XX-04-00-00-00)
The advanced stellar astronomy module (module 2) element (Level 4)
is a detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group
or groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with its design,
development, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
UV Solar Astronomy Module (WBS Element 3XX-05-00-00-00)
The ultraviolet (UV) solar astronomy module (module 3) element
(Level 4) is a detached experiment module capable of accommodating a
specific group or groups of FPE's and. includes the effort associated with






Solar Coronograph/X-Ray Module (WBS Element 3XX-06-00-00-OQ)
The solar coronograph/X-ray module (module 4) element (Level 4)
is a detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group
or groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with it's design,
development, production, material procurement, packaging and delivery.
UV Stellar Platform Module (WBS Element 3XX-07-00-00-00)
The UV stellar platform module (module 5) element (Level 4) is a
1 detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or
\ groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with its design, develop-
1
 ment, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
j UV 0.6-Meter Schmidt Telescope (WBS Element 3XX-08-00-00-00)
I The UV 0.6-meter schmidt telescope (module 6) element (Level 4) is
i a detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group
| or groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with its design,
•j development, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
Cosmic Ray Laboratory Module (WBS Element 3XX-09-00-00-00)
1 •
I The cosmic ray laboratory module (module 8) element (Level 4) is a
] detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or
j groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with its design, develop-
ment, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
j Fluid Physics Laboratory Module (WBS Element 3XX-10-00-00-00)
i The fluid physics laboratory module (module 9) element (Level 4) is a
detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or
groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with its design, develop-
ment, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
| IR Stellar Survey Module (WBS Element 3XX-11-00-00-00) -f
The infrared (IR) stellar survey module (module 10) element (Level 4)
is a detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group
or groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with its design, develop-





Remote Maneuvering Subsatellite (WBS Element 3XX-12-OQ-OQ-QOJ
The remote maneuvering subsatellite (module 7) element (Level 4) is
a detached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or
groups of FPS's and includes the effort associated with its design, develop-
ment, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
High-Energy Stellar Gamma Ray Module (WBS Element 3XX-13-00-00-00)
The high-energy stellar-gamma ray module (module 11) element
(Level 4) is a detached experiment module capable of accommodating a
specific group or groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated wilh its
design, development, production, material procurement, packaging, and
delivery.
Space Biology Module (WBS Element 3XX-14-00-00-00)
The space biology module (module 12) element (Level 4) is an attached
experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or groups of
FPE's and includes the effor t associated with its design, development, pro-
duction, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
Earth-Surveys Module (WBS Element 3XX-15-00-00-00)
The earth-surveys module (module 13) element (Level 4) is an attached
experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or groups of
FPE's and includes the effor t associated with its design, development, pro-
duction, material procurement, packaging, and delivery. This element
includes the structure, environmental protection, electrical power environ-
mental control and life support, crew and habitability, information, guidance
and control, and docking subsystems.
Manned Centrifuge Module (WBS Element 3XX-16-00-00-00)
The manned centrifuge module (module 14) element (Level 4) is an
attached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or
groups of FPE's and includes the effort associated with its design, develop-
ment, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
X-Ray Astronomy Module (WBS Element 3XX-17-00-00-00)
The X-ray astronomy module (module 1) element (Level 4) is a detached
experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or groups of
FPE's and includes the e f fo r t associated with its design, development, pro-







Engineering and Operations Module (WBS Element 3XX-18-00 -QO-OO)
The engineering and operations module (module 15) element (Level 4)
is an attached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group
or groups of FPE's and includes the e f fo r t associated with its design, develop-
ment, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
Isotope Brayton Power Module (WBS Element 3XX- 19-00-00-00)
The isotope Brayton power module (module 16) element (Level 4) is an
attached experiment module capable of accommodating a specific group or
groups of FPE's and includes the e f fo r t associated with its design, develop-
ment, production, material procurement, packaging, and delivery.
SUPPORTING PROJECT ELEMENTS
Shuttle Vehicle System Project Element (WBS Element 4XX-00-00-00-00)
The Shuttle vehicle system project element (Level 3) refer to the effort
associated with the operation of advanced logistics vehicles comprising
orbiter and booster spacecraft to support Space Station mission operations.
Spctce SLatlov. -.Launch Vehicle (INT -20) Project Element (WBS Elem en t
5XX-00-00-00-00) "
The Space Station launch vehicle (INT-20) project element (Level 3)
refers to the effort associated with the design, development, and production
of Space Station launch vehicles to support the experiment module launch
requirements.
Space Station Launch Vehicle (INT-21) Project Element (WBS Element
6XX-00-00-00-00)
The Space Station launch vehicle (INT-21) project element (Level 3)
refers to the effor t associated with the design, development, and production
of a Space Station launch vehicle to support the Space Station core module
launch requirements.
PROGRAM GROUND RULES
The significant ground rules and assumptions employed in the cost and
schedules analysis for the Space Station earth-orbital program are as
follows:
1. Costs reflect GFY 1970 dollars and include all elements of cost
through the general and administrative (G&A) level. Contractor
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fee of 10 percent is included as a line item on Cost Estimate
Funding Form D only (in the Total Program Funding Schedules
section).
2. Costs are intended for budgetary and planning purposes only and
do not constitute a firm commitment on the part of North American
Rockwell.
3. Assumes Phase C go-ahead of February 1, 1972; Phase D go-ahead
of February 1, 1973; IOC of October 1, 1977; and 10 years of
operations through October 1, 1987.
4. Nonrecurring cost includes design and development, major test
hardware, captive and ground test, tooling and special test equip-
ment, test and operations, ground support equipment, facilities,
training equipment and simulators, and miscellaneous other costs.
5. Recurring production cost includes flight hardware, acceptance
test, sustaining tooling and special test equipment, sustaining
ground support equipment, launch operations and services, initial
flight s-pares, and miscellaneous costs.
6. Recurring operations cost includes spares, mission support site,
crew training site, and Shuttle operations.
7. The November 1970 Mass Properties Status Report SD 70-503
(DRL 30) provided the hardware weight baseline. Growth and
margin allowances are excluded for costing purposes.
8. Hardware similiarity, complexity, and commonality were
established during subsystem trade studies and subsequent cost
and technical reviews.
9. Costs for the INT-20 and INT-21 launch vehicles, Shuttle
operations, annual operating cost for the crew training and
mission support sites were provided by NASA/MSC.
10. Costs excluded from this analysis are all NASA costs, other than
these in Item 9, for MSC, KSC, DRSS/MSFN, Mission Control;
Shuttle development and investment costs; and cryogenics, foods,
medical and dental supplies, clothing, personal gear, space suits,
EVA equipment, etc.





12. Assumed experiment module costs are the same for ' e i ther solar- or
nuclear-powered, stations. The solar-powered station has nine
detached and seven attached modules and the nuclear-powered station,
eleven detached and five attached modules.
Program Cost Estimates
-*.
j This section contains Space Station program costs predicated on the
] ground rules and on the subsystem estimating rationale set for th in the
1 . following section.
;| The total estimated cost, excluding contractor fee, for the Space
i Station project element (Level 2) is. summarized in Table 1-1. System costs
(Level 4) were identified by hardware element and segregated into non-
recurring and recurring cost categories. Nonrecurring and recurring are
further broken down to show design and development (D&D), major test hard-
ware (MTH), first-unit, follow-on cost, and operations cost.
Funding schedules for the Space Station earth-orbital program are
illustrated in Figures 1-2 through 1-5.
COST ESTIMATE DATA-FORM A
Data Form A outlines the total program cost estimate by WBS items.
This sectio-n displays cost estimates for specified WBS items, the time
phasing recommended to spread the costs for funding purposes, and a
learning index to derive unit costs for recurring items.
Each item of cost presented in the Data Form A is identified by its
WBS number. Separate cost estimates are presented for the design and
development activity (nonrecurring, Tables 1-2 and 1-3), and the production
and operations activities (recurring, Tables 1-4 and 1-5).
All data necessary to produce the funding schedule, Data Form D, is
displayed on Data Form A. An explanation of these requirements is outlined
in the following listing.
Learning Index — A numerical index of a learning rate to be applied to
the f i rs t unit cost of an item to obtain unit costs estimates for sub-
sequent productions. If multiple items are to. be produced and no
learning index is given, it can be assumed all items are produced at the
same cost.
WBS Level ~ The appropriate level of the item of cost as shown on the
WBS or Floating Item List (FIL) (2, 3, 4, and 5).
Number of Units ~~ The quantity of items to be produced.
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i
— The development time (months) or the production time (months)
required to design and develop or produce the item. Tj is the duration
;j of cost accrual.
-3i .
•j 1S ~ The lead time (months) measured from the start of cost accrual
j for the item to the launch milestone. T^ and Tg will be displayed in the
j development and production plan, the Schedules and Milestones section
of the response document.
Spread Function —An index number representing a cost distribution
curve which the contractor recommends for the time-phasing of costs
over the interval T^. This index number is shown as 50 percent time
at 50-p«rcent cost, etc.
COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
Cost Estimating and Costs
Figure 1-6 is a graphic display of the parametric method that was
used in this study to cost the Space Station Program. NASA, Air Force,
NR, and other industry sources were surveyed for cost data relative to
technical descriptions of the hardware for this program.
] Table 1-6 lists the reference cost information (by program) contained
'{ in the NR data bank. The lowest level and confidence in the validity and
i usability of the cost data are identified. Table 1-7 lists cost-estimating
| relationship (CER) studi.es which are contained in the NR data bank. The
level of data at which the CER's were derived and the confidence rating of
the CER's are included. Although all of the studies were not utilized,
several were used as a cost check of the Space Station costing methodology.
SPACE STATION COST ESTIMATING
The resulting Space Station costs were derived by utilizing a com-
bination of adjusted, Space Station, CER's, subcontractor estimates, specific
detail studies, and adjusted historical factors. The application of CER's
and factors are identified in Table 1-7 for nonrecurring and Table 1-8 for
recurring costs. It should be noted that in Cost Forms A and D that
Table 1-7 items 3, 4, 6, and 9 have been included with items 1 and 2 and
that Table 1 -8 items 2 and 3 have been included in item 1. Cost Forms B
and supporting estimating rationale provide separate identification of
costs of Table 1-7 items 3, 4, 6, and 9, and Table 1-8 items 2 and 3.
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COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS (CER's)
This section contains a set of CER's (Figures 1-7 through 1-23) as
used in the parametric costing of the Space Station. Baseline historical
data and the detail technical and cost avoidance rationale were used to
develop them.
COST ESTIMATING RATIONALE
This subsection contains the costing rationale for the nuclear-reactor-
powered Space Station.* The estimating was accomplished at assembly level 6
•j and summarized to subsystem level 5 and system level 4. The estimating
rationale for each identified assembly and subsystem is contained in
Tables 1-9 through 1-72.
The rationale identifies the baseline or subsystem similarity with an
evaluation of the complexity of the Space Station to the baseline. Each
assembly, subsystem, and system has been examined for commonality. The
development costs have been minimized by maximum use of existing hard-
ware in addition to identification of commonaltiy.
During the study, a team of engineering, manufacturing, material,
J test, facilities, and cost estimating personnel performed iterative reviews o
] of cost, schedule, and technical data.
•Core, Brayton, reactor, spacer, extension, and boom modules; artificial-g provisions, and the cargo module.
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Figure 1-10. Command Module Structure Cost Estimating Relationship,
























Figure 1-12. Service Module Structure Cost Estimating Relationship,
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Figure 1-13. Service Module Structur'e Cost Estimating Relationship,













Figure 1-14. ECLSS Cost Estimating Relationship, Nonrecurr ing, Design,






















Figure 1-1 6. Electrical Power System Cost Estimating Relationship,
Nonrecurr ing, Design and Development and Majo r Test Hardware-
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Figure 1-17. Electrical Power System Cost Est imating Relationship,





Figure 1-18. Reaction Control System Cost Estimating Relationship,
Nonrecur r ing , Design and Development and Major Test Hardware
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Figure 1-20. Stabilization and Control Cost Estimating Relationship,
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Figure 1-21. Stabilization and Control Cost Estimating Relationship,







Figure 1-22. Knvironmental Protection Cost Estimating Relationship,










Figure 1-23. Environmental Protection Cost Estimating Relationship,
Recurring First Uni t
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Table 1-10. Space Station Cargo Module,
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# Assumes the 24 tanks included will be of the same design as the 12 in
the Space Station core module.
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Dollars per pound are based on I9o8 5-11 cost study adjusted to remove
program management, spares, GSE, tooling and STE, mission opera-
tions, prelauncli and launch operations, and ' fac i l i t i e s where they were
included.
The resulting dollars were divided by weight to obtain dollars per pound,
and recurr ing dollars per pound were taken back to T} on an 85-percent
Wright curve. All dollars per pound were then escalated to 1970 dollars
by applying a factor of 0. 2762 for nonrecurring and 0. 1025 for recurring.
Complexity factors utilized were determined in the structures trade study.
The major test hardware requirement of 2. 85 equivalent units was
established by engineering and is a weighting of primary and secondary
structure.
Projected dollars per pound are the result of dollars per pound x
complexity.








































































New weight covers, one engine, one tank, and the required plumbing and
structure for one system.
Nonrecurring, Design and Development
Engines
Engineering estimates the complexity of the Space Station core
module RCS engines at 110 percent of the Marquardt Company
development costs incurred on the Apollo service module.
Tankage
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Table 1-20. Summary of Reaction Control Subsystem -
Core Module. 1XX-02-03-00-00 (Cont)
Other System Components
Engineering estimates all other subsystem hardware at 100 percent
Apollo RCS_after removal of engines and tankage.
Structure
Structure is estimated at 50 percent of S-II structure.
Major Test Hardware
Engineering estimates that 1. 5 equivalent sets of major test hardware
will be required.
Recurring, First Unit
100-percent complexity of Apollo RCS.
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Table 1-Z2. Summary of Electrical Power Subsystem -
Core Module, 1XX-02-05-00-00 (Cont)
Trade studies completed in the process of selecting an electrical power
subsystem concept have been used as a baseline to estimate the cost of
this subsystem.
The relationship of new to common weight, the assembly complexity and
similarity as derived from this baseline, and subsequent information from
engineering provided the necessary technical characteristics data.
Cost estimating relationships (CER's) developed for the Space Station
program were applied to the technical characteristics data resulting in
nonrecurring and recurring first-unit costs as summarized in the above
table.
Battery, fuel cell, and cryogenic storage costs were based on subcon-
tractor and industry data rather than specific subsystem CER's.
Nonrecurring
Mounts and Supports
• Used S-II structure CER - 50-percent complexity.
Fuel Cells
Assumed developed on earth orbital shuttle program.
Plumbing and Controls
Used Beech Aircraft cryogenic tankage data at 25-percent
complexity.
Batteries
Based on data from the Big Meadows Workshop (NASA-sponsored
seminar on Space Station electrical power held in Shenandoah
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Table 1-22. Summary of Electrical Power Subsystem -
Core Module, 1XX-02-05-00-00 (Cont)
Equipment and Controls
Used Apollo EPS CER, 100-percent complexity - 55-percent new,
45-percent common.
Distribution and Wiring




Used S-II structure CER. at 100 percent.
Fuel Cells
Used Apollo P&W fuel ceil daca
Plumbing and Controls
Used Beech Aircraft cryogenic tankage data.
Batteries
Based on data from Big Meadows Workshop.
Equipment and Controls
Used Apollo EPS CER at 100 percent.
Distribution and Wiring
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Table 1-23. Summary of Environmental Control Life Support










Special l i fe support
Mounts and supports
Subtotal
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Table 1-23. Summary of Environmental Control Life Support
Subsystem - Core Module 1XX-02-06-00-00 (Cont)
Nonrecurr ing
Atmospheric Storage
Based on the 29 November 1969 ECLSS trade study weight relation-
ships for new, modified, and common hardware, the following per-
centages were derived and have been applied for this assembly:




Based on the 29 November 1969 ECLSS trade study data plus engi-
neering update on 26 June 19~0 as to assembly complexity and
similarity:
45-percent new — ECLSS CER 100-percent complexity
55-percent comiTion — ECLSS CER 20-percent complexity
20-percent new — fuel cell data 25-percent complexity
80-percent common — fuel cell data
Atmospheric Control
Based on the 29 November 19&9 ECLSS trade study v/eight relation-
ship of new development to common, the fol lowing were derived for
this assembly (used 40-percent for new weight and 60-percent for
common weight)
ECLSS CER 100-percent complexity (new weight)
ECLSS CER 20-percent complexity (common weight)
Active Thermal Control
Based on the 29 November 1969 ECLSS trade study data (modified
weight 50-percent, common weight 50-percent):
SM structure CER 60-percent complexity (new weight)






Table 1-23. Summary of Environmental Control Life Support
Subsystem - Core Module, 1XX-02-06-00-00 (Cont)
Water Management
Based en the 29 November 1969 ECLSS trade study data (new
weight 35 percent, modified weight 20 percent, common weight
45 percent):
ECLSS CER 100-percent complexity (new weight)
ECLSS CER 50-percent complexity (modified weight)
ECLSS CER 20-percent complexity (common weight)
Waste Management
Based on the 29 November 19&9 ECLSS trade study data (new
weight 40 percent, common weight 60 percent):
ECLSS CER 100-percent complexity (new weight)
ECLSS CER 20-percent complexity (common weight)
Personal Hygiene
Based on the 29 November 1969 trade study data (modified weight
40 percent, common weight 60 percent):
ECLSS CER 75-percent complexity (modified weight)
ECLSS CER 20-percent complexity (common weight)
Food Management
Based on the 29 November 19&9 trade study data and subsequent
engineering updates (new weight 15 percent, modified weight
50 percent, common weight 35 percent):
ECLSS CER 100-percent complexity (new weight)
ECLSS CER 60-percent complexity (modified weight)
ECLSS CER 20-percent complexity (common weight)
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Table 1-23. Summary of Environmental Control Life Support
Subsystem - Core Module, 1XX-02-06-00-00 (Cont)
Special Life Support
Based on the 29 November 19&9 trade study data (modified weight
30 percent, common weight 70 percent):
ECLSS CER 75-percent complexity (modified weight)
ECLSS CER 20-percent complexity (common weight)
Mounts and Supports
Used S-II structure CER, 50-percent complexity.
Recurring
Systems
Used ECLSS CER at 100 percent.
Active Thermal
Used SM structure CER at 100 percent.
Mounts and Supports




































Subtotal 17. 0 5. 2 2. 1












Total 19. 7 6. 3 2. 7
The trade study completed 11 November 19&9, for a total environmental
control and life support subsystem (ECLSS) for the Space Station has been
used as a baseline to estimate the cost of this subsystem.
The assembly complexity and similarity previously determined as part of
the technical characteristics data for the trade study was used and applied
to the CER's developed for the Space Station program.
Each assembly or category of hardware was analyzed to establish the
weight requiring a new development and was costed accordingly,
i
The nonrecurring cost for design and development and major test hard-
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Table 1-24. Summary of Crew/Habitabil i ty Subsystem
Core Module, 1XX-02-07-00-00 (Cont)
Nonrecurring
Mounts and Supports
Used X-II structural CER, 50-percent complexity.
Mobility Aids, Restraints, Cargo Handling
Used S-II structural CER, 100-percent complexity.
Furnishing, Chairs, Bunks, Tables
Used SM structural CER:
15-percent new, 100-percent D&D complexity
85-percent common, 10-perceht D&D complexity
2. 2 sets of new hardware only
Equipment - Recreation, Medical, Dental
Used SM structural CER:
67-percent new, 100-percent D&D complexity
33-percent common, 20-percent D&D complexity
Recurring
Mounts and Supports
Used S-II structural CER at 100 percent.
Mobility Aids, Restraints, Cargo Handling
Used S-II structural CER at 100 percent.
Furnishings, Chairs, Bunks, Tables
Used SM structural CER at 100 percent.
Equipment - Recreation, Medical, Dental
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ISS - core module
















Total 260. 3 180. 6 96. 3
The above costs exclude information subsystem unique ground equipment.
This equipment covers:
Launch control facility
Mission control facili ty
Experiment data management facility
Tracking and communications facilities
Simulation and training facility
ISS costs for the core module are based on GE data.
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Table 1-26. Summary of Guidance and Control Subsystem -
Core Module, 1XX-02-09-00-00
Guidance and control































The nonrecurring cost was based on a total weight to be developed. It was
estimated that approximately 50 percent of the inert ial /optical reference
and RCS electronics, 33 percent of the control moment gyro, and 100 per-
cent of the mounts and supports would be new weight. Major test hard-
ware and recurring costs were based on the total weight. The complexity
factor was obtained from the 17 February 1970 guidance and navigation
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^Assumed developed on shuttle program.
Major Test Hardware Equivalent Units
Test articles 8
Mission support vehicle 6
Total 14 -r 6 (units per station
2. 3 equivalent sets
set) =
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Table 1-30. Summary of Structure - Boom Module '1XX-04-02-00-00
Complexity (S-II structure)
Estimated costs


































Table 1-31. Summary of Reaction Control (Distribution and
Controls; Bourn Module, 1XX-04-03-OG-00
Complexity (core RCS)
Estimated costs
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Table 1-34. Summary of ECLSS, Boom Module, 1XX-04-06-00-00
Complexity (core ECLSS)
Extimated costs
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Complexity (CM structure) 5% 85% 85%
Estimated costs















Total 2.6 8. 1 3. 0
Nonrecurring
Design and Development
Estimated at 5 percent complexity, since basic design is
covered under the core module docking.
l
Major Test Hardware
4 docking assemblies are needed in support of development testing
of 2 boom assemblies.
Complexity 1. 25 of recurring CER
Recurring
Same CER basis as was used on the core module recurring docking.
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Table 1-39. Brayton Module - Space Station,
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Table 1-42. Summary of Docking, Brayton Module, 1XX-05-10-00-00
Complexity (CM structure)
Estimated costs
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Table 1-44. Summary of ECLSS, Brayton Module. 1XX.-05-06-00-00
Complexity (core ECLSS)
Estimated costs








































































































Table 1-47. Summary of Guidance and Control












































Wiring, feeders, buses, lights
Mounts and supports
Subtotal





































































Trade studies completed in the process of selecting an electrical power
subsystem concept have been used as a baseline to estimate the cost of this
subsystem.
The relationship of new to common weight, the assembly complexity and
similarity as derived from this baseline, and subsequent information from engineering
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Table 1-50. Reactor Module - Space Station,










































Table 1-51. Summary of Structures, Reactor Module, 1XX-06-02-00-00
Complexity (S-II structure)
Estimated costs
































Table 1-52. Summary of Environmental Protection
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Support to major subcontractors for
engineering, manufacturing, test
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Table 1-55. Summary of Docking, Reactor Module, 1XX-06-10-00-00
Complexity CM structure
Estimated costs































Table 1-56. Summary of Reaction Control (Distribution
ana Control) Reactor Module, i X X - G 6 - G 3 - O G - O G
Complexity (SM RCS)
Estimated costs
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Table 1-58. Spacer Module - Space Station
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-able 1-59. Summary of Structures, Spacer Module, 1XX-07-02-00-00
•: Complexity (S-II)
; Estimated costs
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Table 1-61. Summary of Reaction Control (Distribution
and Control), Spacer Module, 1XX-07-03-00-00
Complexity (core RCS)
Estimated costs
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Table 1-68. Extension Module, Space Station, Art i f ic ial-g
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Table 1-69. Extension Module, Space Station, Art i f ic ia l -g


























































Estimated cost (less fee)
Reaction control
(distribution and control)
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The most significant impact on nonrecurring costs for past programs
has been the test hardware. This section provides the test program utilized
for the Space Station program to achieve a minimum cost program.
TEST PHILOSOPHY
The test philosophy for the Space Station Program was established
early in the program study plan. Significant items developed include:
1. Develop an integrated launch confidence assurance program which
assures that each development, qualification, or acceptance test
contributes to the total program with the proper emphasis at the
proper time.
2. Use a central, computerized data bank to provide standardized
source and historical data for all test parameters and functions.
3. Place early and strong emphasis on the integration and utilization
of the OBCO capability of the ISS.
j 4. Place early and' strong emphasis on the physical and functional
1 integration of subsystems.
j
; 5. Establish design margins that will permit test conditions exceeding
j mission requirements without degradation of the item under test.
6. Develop test requirements from a methodical analysis of subsystem
• concepts and preliminary designs.
j
1 7. Evaluate each test requirement for the optimum cost and con-
j fidence resolution.
!
;3 8. A qualification matrix will be established which will define the
j specific test or analysis requirements for the qualification of each
Space Station subsystem at the component or subassembly level.
The qualification matrix will be developed concurrent with the
design phase and will be based upon a realistic assessment of
mission performance requirements for each component of every






and the effectiveness of the test or checkout sequences to which it
will be subjected. The development and acceptance test activities
are expected to provide a large portion of data required to fulfill
the requirements of the qualification network.
9. Acceptance tests at the component and subassembly level will
include flight level environments plus a margin to assure that the
accepted item will perform its required function in the operational
environment at its anticipated extremes.
10. Acceptance testing at the subsystem level (installed in program
element) will include a demonstration of all alternative/redundant
modes of operation, together with the malfunction switching logic,
by exercising subroutines inherent to the onboard checkout
capability.
11. Vacuum testing of a complete program element (Space Station core
module, cargo module, etc.) will not be required.
12. The onboard checkout capability will be used as a basis of
acceptance testing for the Space Station end item.
13. There will be no olevtilopivjeni: flight(.s) of a complete Gr.ace Station,
14. All new and/or modified subsystems, which are supplied via the
resupply system, will have sufficient OBCO test programs (sub-
routines) developed, qualified, and supplied with the new
eqxiipment.
15. All physical and functional interfaces between Space Station ele-
ments will be verified by test and analysis or combination thereof.
The mission support vehicle will be used to demonstrate physical
and functional mating of all the supporting subsystems and the
primary core module structure used on the initial launch vehicle.
16. Experiments programmed for subsequent logistics systems launches
during the operational life of the station will be installed in the
mission support vehicle for functional checkout and compatibility
and software ISS verification before installation in the Shuttle.
MAJOR GROUND TESTS
A systematic development requirements analysis of the program ele-
ments and their subsystems against functional requirements, trade trees,
buildup concepts, design concepts, failure analysis, and crew tasks identified





philosophy resulted in an integrated program (Figure 1-24). The major
test articles and subsystem articles to accomplish this program are sum-
marized in Tables 1-72 through 1-76. Multiple use of test hardware is
planned for the test program to avoid excessive costs. The major test hard-
ware phasing is shown in Figure 1-25 and hardware utilization is depicted in
Figure 1-26. Resolution of the subsystem development issues requires the
use of the several test articles described below.
Soft Mockup Program
:—
A soft mockup (wood) will be constructed with all interior furnishings
and subsystems simulated. In particular, tests will resolve issues identified
in the following subsystems;
1. Docking subsystem
2. Electrical power subsystem
3. Propulsion/reaction control subsystem
4. Guidance and control subsystem
5. Environmental control/life support subsystem
!
• 6. Information subsystem
3J 7. Crew and habitability subsystem
j Neutrally B'uoyant Program
•i
Tests that require simulation of zero gravity will be accomplished at
the neutral buoyant facility. This facility will consist of a large pool and a
mockup of the docking hatch, cargo passageways, cargo moving devices, and
neutrally buoyant simulated cargo. Hatches will operate the same as the
actual station.
Requirements to be satisfied are identified for crew and habitability
and under docking subsystems.
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1 Engineering Laboratories Program
l
j Laboratory tests will be conducted by both the prime contractor and
' his subcontractors during the development phase of the Space Station program.
;! These tests will include materials evaluation, component and subassembly
j tests, some environmental testing, etc. Representative test requirements
) for the various subsystems listed below have been identified:




j 4. Reaction control
.1
j 5. Guidance and control
:|
j 6. Environmental control/life support
7. Information subsystem
8. Crew and habitability subsystem
Compatibility Mockup Program (CMU)
This program will require an orientation structure (either bird-cage or
greater) that will provide for the installation of major subsystems components,
their intercommunications with other subsystems, and the onboard checkout
equipment. It will be used to satisfy integrated test requirements during the
development test phase. Installed subsystems may be either prototype or
qualification hardware, depending upon scheduled availability.
Tests to be conducted on the CMU are oriented to combined and
integrated tests and will include crew training activities. Test requirements
for the various subsystems listed below will be satisfied:







The structural test program will use a test vehicle consisting of all
primary and secondary structure. Insulation, thermal finishes, fairings,
and subsystems are not included. The prime purpose of the structural
testing will be to verify a satisfactory design margin for operational limits.
Specific test requirements for the structural test program will satisfy
development issues for: _






Mission Support Vehicle Program
After the dynamic test program, the compatibility mockup program,
and the thermal integration program have been completed, the mission
support vehicle will be assembled as shown in Figure 1-2&. This MSV will
be used during the life of the Space Station to support all operational
requirements.
I MODULE ACCEPTANCE TESTSI
I
! Acceptance testing of the core module will begin with subsystem
installation and conclude with the launch of the space vehicle. Lower level
acceptance testing will have been accomplished to the required specifications
| at the vendors or the CMU before subsystem installation. Acceptance flow
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NASA-FURNISHED COST DATA
The following unit cost data have been provided by the NASA/MSC for
use in the final cost analysis of this DRL. Launch and Shuttle flight quantities
were determined by NR's Space Division during the study period.




























































The previously presented Cost Estimate Data Form A contains
i schedule data derived from the Space Station element master schedules. The
1
 schedule data are in terms of T^ (time duration) and Ts (time start). T(j is
the cost accrual (development, production, or mission operation) duration
time in months. Ts is the lead time in months measured from the start of
cost accrual for an item to the launch milestone or. the end of mission opera-
tions, as applicable.
The master schedules were prepared for , and separately submitted in,
i SD 70-505-2, Nuclear Reactor-Powered Space Station Development Definition—
.1 Part B, Program Element Master Plan; however, since they are directly •
related to cost projections, facsimiles of those schedules are provided as
Figures 1-28 and 1-29.
The Space Station element master phasing schedule (Figure 1-2S) shows
ci.n irifc.Ce^"o*-vC*~i SQ.^ c* G.Cw^v^bioo u.n\a IYAO.Jo*. AJTHJ.G^uv^iioo U J L ^ J . u *_LG ^ pi v. i, <-i j c r-: v o * ocioii
of the Space Station element through the phases of its definition, design,
development, delivery, launch, achievement of the 1977 initial operational
capability (IOC), and 10-year operational life.. The need for completion of
major supporting research and technology (SRT) no later, than CDR is indi-
cated; however, critical subsystem SRT items must be completed prior to
PDR. Interactions with other Space Station program elements are identified.
Figure 1-29 presents the detailed master schedule for Phases.C and D. The
Phase C schedule is functionally oriented and the Phase D schedule is com-
patible with the previously presented work breakdown structure.
APPROACH
The approach to preparation of the detailed master schedule includes
the following:
1. Establishment of ground rules and assumptions.
2. Consideration of schedule data from the NASA Apollo and Skylab
programs.








PHASE B, DEFINITION (17 P.SGNTHS)
PHASE 8. DESIGN VERIFICATION (12 MONTHS)
PHASE C, DESIGN (12 MONTHS)
PHASE D. DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS (176 MONTHS
SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY (SRT)
CORE MODULE SYSTEM-DETAIL DESIGN, PRODUCTION,
ACCEPTANCE, AND LAUNCH (INT-21)
NRB MODULES - DETAIL DESIGN, PRODUCTION, ACCEPTAK










UV0.6 METER SCHMIDT TELESCOPE
IR STELLAR SURVEY
COSMIC-RAY LABORATORY
























CARGO MODULES (3 REQUIRED)
OTHER SPACE STATION PROGRAM ELEMENTS
INT-21 LAUNCH VEHICLE (1 REQUIRED)
INT-20 LAUNCH VEHICLE (2 REQUIRED) - LAUNCHES
ADVANCED LOGISTICS SYSTEM/SHUTTLE (94 FLIGHTS REQU
DATA-RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM/MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NL
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4. Extraction of applicable data from technical analyses conducted
during the Space Station Program Phase B definition study.
5. Preparation of a preliminary hardware tree reflecting the Space
Station element design to ensure that all Space Station systems,
subsystems, and components are considered for development
analyses.
i 6. Preparation of a work breakdown structure (WBS) identifying the
j hardware, software, services, and tasks that must be considered
; in preparing a master schedule.
] 7. Determination of the number and purpose of prototypes, mockups,
j test articles, and flight hardware.
j 8. Preparation of a list of major program milestones arranged in
.] chronological order,
j
! 9. Analyses of the previous information and translation of the sys-
j terns and subsystems requirements into development
requirements.
10. Construction of the master schedule through an iterative process
j that takes into account all of the preceding factors.
j GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
i
j The following ground rules and assumptions were established to
I provide a common baseline and frame of reference for preparation of the
i Space Station element master schedule:
l
1. An integrated schedule is required for all Space Station element
effort from initiation of preliminary design through the completion
j of the mission.
| 2. The Space Station program definition study has defined the Space
! Station element configuration and established requirements for
1 its development.
I 3. A design-verification study will be conducted during the period
j February 1, 1971, through January 31, 1972.
I • • •
j 4. Phase C (design) and Phase D (development and operations) will
be continuous and cover the span from. February 1, 1972, through
initial operational capability (IOC) by the end of Calendar Year
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5. All Space Station program launches will be made from the
Kennedy Space Center.
6. Land and sea transportation will be utilized for shipment of the
core module, boom module, and spacer or extension module from
the acceptance and delivery sites to the Kennedy Space Center.
3 7. Air transportation will be utilized for shipment of the reactor
I module and Brayton module from the delivery and acceptance
j sites to the Kennedy Space Center.
^
j 8. Existing contractor and Government facilities will be utilized;
j requirements for modified or additional facilities and related
I equipment-will be kept to the minimum,ji
'] 9. Elements -of GSE will be transferred from site to site with the
:j flight article for maximum utilization of equipment and safety of
the flight article. The onboard checkout capability permits use of
general test equipment and eliminates site-specified GSE. Test
equipment scheduled to be available for core module checkout at
the contractor's acceptance facility will also be utilized during
shipment and at the KSC facility.
i 10. The manufacturing time spans are based on a selective, two-shift,
j five-day work week on essentially one set of structural fabrica-
tion tooling and on a sequential buildup concept.
i
11. The functional program element (FPE) and experiment module
launch schedule is derived from the Space Station mission sequence
plan, provided in the Solar-Powered Space Station Program
Operations Plan, SD 70-132, as modified by the Nuclear-Reactor-
Powered Space Station Definition and Preliminary Design
Document (SD 70-168).
12. The master schedule will define an orderly economical evolution
of events leading to the realization of program objectives. The
phasing of the program will not be considered as fixed, except for
meeting the operational date.
SCHEDULE HIGHLIGHTS
The schedule shows that on November 1, 1971, during the Phase B
design verification period, the initial system requirements review (SRR) will
be held to review the initial Space Station system specification package and
to establish an initial system requirements baseline (SRB) for the element
systems. The development procurement specification for systems must be





At the start of Phase C on February 1, 1972, the program cost and
schedule projections will be updated; and the plans will be implemented as
soon as possible. Two additional SRR's will be held to conclude the review
of the initial system engineering documentation. Three months later, on
May 1, 1972, a systems design review (SDR) will be held to establish the
program requirements baseline (PRB) based on initial (partial) CEI develop-
ment (Part I) and GFP and GFE performance and interface (P&I)
specifications.
From the system design review (SDR), Engineering will begin pre-
liminary design, and Production will begin fabrication of required soft
mockups. On October 1, 1972, four months prior to the completion of
Phase C, a preliminary design review (PDR) will be held to confirm tech-
nical requirements and the contractor's engineering approach. At PDR, by
update of the systems specifications and formal approval of the CEI and
CPCEI development (Part I) specifications, the design requirement baseline
(DRB) will be established.
During Phase C, the contractor will update the program plans,
detailed cost estimates, and schedules for Phase D and will submit a proposal
for Phase D effort. Long-lead procurement requirements will be identified.
' ' ' +^ r> •*<•«« ~\ g 4- « « *^ ,->!-,,-, .^i^T,-^ *<3 o •*>•? r+4- <"; ^l^ /> -%-v-i **, -I /•> f» w^*i I f- io^^y-soc T /*\ >• ^ n /"• r~» OT ^ }"* °"
principal program functions during Phase D. Contractor program plans will
be updated and implemented as soon as possible after Phase D go-ahead on
February 1, 1973. Detail design and subsystem development effort will
begin, preliminary make-or-buy requirements will be determined, supplier
surveys will be conducted, and long-lead-time materials and advanced
development procurement release will be effected, (It is to be noted that,
in addition to the aforementioned requirements, certain other subsystem
procurement specification releases must b'e effected prior to the start of
Phase D. )
Within five months after the start of Phase D, Engineering will release
100 percent of the structural detail drawings and, within eight months,
100 percent of the detailed subsystem drawings to support the subsystems
development and core module structure fabrication effort.
Thirteen months after the start of Phase D, on March 1, 1974, a
critical design review (CDR) will be held to conduct a technical review of
the detail design and development specifications. This review is held when
90 percent of the detail, assembly, and installation drawings are ready for
release. The remaining drawings will be released within the next three
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During the period of April 1, 1976, to July 1, 1976, all Space Station
module structures will be completed and systems installation started. By
this date, all subsystems qualification tests and ground tests are scheduled
to be completed, except for the reactor, Brayton power-conversion unit,
information subsystem, and compatibility mockup (CMU) testing. This
testing verifies the subsystem interfaces and supports the beginning of flight
vehicle core module checkout, scheduled for March 1, 1977.
Product configuration audit (PCA) is scheduled on June 1, 1977. At
PCA, the product configuration baseline (PCB) is established to obtain
formal NASA acceptance of development and product specifications, drawings,
and hardware and software configurations.
j One month after PCA on July 1, 1977, the Space Station core module
. is scheduled for acceptance and delivery to NASA (DD-250). A month later,
on August 1, 1977, the core module is scheduled to arrive at KSC. Due to
the core module on-board checkout capability, which eliminates the need for
duplication of checkout requirements at KSC, only a two-month time span is
required at KSC to prepare and integrate the core module with the INT-21
launch vehicle. During this period, a flight-readiness review (FRR) is
scheduled for September 1, 1977, to ensure that the hardware is ready to
achieve all assigned mission objectives. Launch of the core module and
, initial operational, capability- (IOC) is scheduled for October 1. 1977.
I
I One month after PCA, on July 1, 1977, the Brayton module is
;j scheduled for acceptance and delivery to NASA (DD-250). It will be air-
• transported to KSC for servicing and subsequent transport to the Shuttle
i launch site. Approximately two weeks after the core module launch, the
Brayton Module will be delivered to the orbiting Space Station via the
Shuttle.
Three months after PCA, on September 1, 1977, the reactor module
is scheduled for acceptance and delivery to NASA (DD-250). It will be air-
transported to KSC for servicing and subsequent transport to the Shuttle
launch site. Approximately five weeks after the core module launch the
reactor module will be delivered to the orbiting Space Station via the Shuttle
to complete the on-orbit station buildup.
The mission support vehicle (MSV) is scheduled to be available to
support the mission. The MSV will be assembled with subsystems from the
compatibility mockup, structures from the structural test vehicle, and the
ECLSS from the thermal integration test article. The MSV serves as the
acceptance facility for any subsequent launch equipment or program element
having dynamic physical or functional interfaces with the Space Station.
1-140
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INT-20 launch vehicles —Subsequent to the completion of the experiment
scheduling for the solar array Space Station, a reassessment of the require-
ments for FPE 5-23 was made and it was determined that this FPE could be
performed by either modifying the biology module on-orbit or by accommo-
dating the FPE in a shuttle-compatible attached module. Therefore, during
the NRB Space Station study, two Intermediate-20 launch vehicles were
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1 - 'j Engineering includes establishment of system criteria and design
\ parameters; overall system planning and engineering, the acquisition and
j analysis of data required for design, redesign or modification of the system,
1 subsystem, major components and ground support equipment; design and
establishment of specifications, detailed drawing, and test requirements for
systems, subsystems and components; developmental testing and analysis of
test results; subsequent redesign or modification based on such results.
Sustaining engineering includes the effort required to support the con-
figuration or configurations (blocks or lots) included in the program. These
are defined as the configuration or configurations on which the estimated
(•_ ,,4., ,„.:_,
J maintaining and updating drawings, test procedures, plans and reports, and




Manufacturing includes fabrication and assembly of systems, subsys-
tems, components, ground support equipment and tooling; the manufacturing
and incidental testing of models, mockups, boilerplates and prototypes as
well as operational articles, preparation of articles for test and rehabilita-
tion after test. Planning and quality control are grouped under
manufacturing.
OTHER DIRECT
This category should be limited to travel, per diem, and costs which
cannot be classified in the other cost elements.
MATERIALS AND OTHER SUBCONTRACTS
This category includes costs associated with minor subcontracts and the






Amounts paid, payable, or otherwise accrued for materials and
services rendered under major subcontracts will be accounted for separately.
G&A
General and administrative expenses associated with the contract will
be accumulated under G&A.
FEE
Contractor charges for performance of services under the contract
will reflect the fee.
NONRECURRING AND RECURRING
Nonrecurring costs are those incurred for efforts of a one-time nature
required to establish the configuration or configurations of the deliverable
articles and the facilities and capabilities required to produce, launch,
and/or change the configuration, including:
Design and development
Fabrication and test of components, subsystems, mockups, models,




Documentation relating to the above
Recurring costs are associated with the repetitive functions performed
to produce and launch the deliverable articles in the program, including:
Deliverable flight hardware
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Launch services
Spares
Documentation relating to deliverable flight hardware
The engineering hours and costs reported under this head will consist
of recurring engineering effort, i. e. , the effort required to support the
configuration or configurations (blocks or lots) included in the program.
These are defined as the configuration or configurations on which the esti-
mated manufacturing hours in the estimate were based. This effort will
include maintaining and updating drawings, test procedures, plans and
reports, and providing coordination and liaison with manufacturing, tooling,
logistics, vendors, etc.
SUBDIVISIONS OF WORK DESCRIPTIONS
]
; Development - Nonrecurring
1
:| Engineering Design and Development
I
| Nonrecurring costs of the engineering, fabrication, and testing
! (in ™pl2.iyt^ ^-S s c ciats d v/ith GC'r>c.r^.ts co"*nt^onerit and s i_i^*sxr.ctfaTT> •pt^-r-fr^TrY^^po^
i specification include development engineering and all engineering necessary
I . to translate a performance specification into a design. It encompasses
preparation of detailed drawings for hardware fabrication, and depending on
the system or subsystem, structural, environmental, . and other normal
in-plant testing, analysis of the test data, and whatever redesign and retest
activities are necessary to meet subsystem specifications. Development
Support includes all of the subsystem and component hardware fabrication
required plus the actual conduct of all in-plant tests. In addition to these
test parts, some special test equipment, jigs and fixtures, test instrumen-
tation used only in this type of testing are included.
Major Test Hardware
All engineering and manufacturing costs required to produce the boiler-
plates, battleship, and flight configuration items used in Captive Test (and
some in-plant testing such as environmental tests) are considered major test
hardware.
Captive and Ground Test
All engineering, technical labor, and related costs to conduct the





hazardous drop test, etc. , in support of development and major test hardware
will be accumulated under this category.
Ground Support Equipment
Checkout, launch and handling equipment required at the sites for
acceptance test and flight activities, including equipment at the plant, test
site, and launch site are considered GSE. At the launch site, it includes
equipment in the blockhouse and in the maintenance and rear area, trans -
. mitters, receivers, and data handling equipment as well as mobile and
general equipment.
Tooling and STE •
This category includes the initial cost of fabrication tooling, assembly
tooling, special production type, and general equipment.
Facilities
j Industrial facilities element includes the construction, conversion, or
expansion of facilities for production, inventory, and contractor depot main-
tenance required by one or more suppliers for the specific system. This
j element includes, for example, equipment acquisition or irj.'-"Jeru.iz,eitioii;
1 where applicable, and maintenance of the above facilities or equipment.
S
j The operational/site activation element refers to the real estate,
i construction, conversion, utilities, and equipment to provide all facilities
; required to house, service, and launch prime mission equipment at the
organizational and intermediate level. This element includes conversion of
site or ship; vehicle; system assembly, checkout, and installation into site
facility or ship to achieve operational status. It also includes contractor
support in relation to operational/site activation.
The test facilities element refers to those special test facilities
required for performance of the various developmental tests necessary to
prove the design and reliability of the system or subsystem. This element
includes, for example, engine test fixtures, white rooms, test chambers,
etc. The brick-and-mortar type facilities allocable to industrial facilities
are excluded.
Trainers and Simulators
The training element includes the training services, devices, acces-
sories, aids, equipment, and parts used to facilitate instruction through
which personnel will acquire sufficient concepts, skills, and aptitudes to





includes all effort associated with the design, development, and production
of training equipment as well as the execution of training services. The
equipment element refers to those distinctive end items of training equip-
ment required to meet specific training objectives, including for example,
operational trainers (i. e. , simulators), maintenance trainers (i. e. , MTU's),
and other items such as cutaways, mockups, arid models.
Prelaunch and launch operations systems include nonrecurring costs
associated with preparation of the launch site for flight operations.
Mission operations support system include the activities concerned with
the preparation of the mission operations equipment, systems, and programs,
This is a one-time type activity required to support readiness for first
operational flight.
Systems Support (Engineering)
The systems engineering management/systems engineering element
refers to the systems engineering management effort of directing and con-
trolling a totally integrated engineering effort including systems engineering,
design engineering, support engineering, production engineering, and
specialty fields (i.e., reliability, maintainability, system effectiveness,
-Sj etc. /.
Program Management
Program, management activities refers to the technical and adminis-
trative planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, controlling, and
approval actions designed tu accomplish overall project objectives which are
not associated with specific hardware elements. Examples of these activities
are configuration management, cost/ schedule management, data manage-
- ment, contract management, transportation, and packaging program.
Other
\ Those activities which are not included above or identifiable with hard-
| ware or specific program requirements.
•i
\
'> Flight Hardware - Recurring
Fabrication, assembly, and checkout includes all costs associated with
the fabrication, assembly and checkout of subsystems and their integration
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Acceptance-test/flight hardware includes all engineering and
manufacturing support required to perform an integrated systems checkout
and/or mission simulation of flight hard'.vare. This effort does not include
manufacturing checkout during subsystem installation; it does include the
effort expended in the maintenance of Operational Checkout Procedures and
the establishment of mission peculiar OCP's.
Flight spares include spares to support subsystems during flight
operations.
GSE maintenance includes maintenance and spares but not additional
complete sets.
Tooling and STE maintenance includes maintenance, repair and routing
replacement of tooling and special test equipment.
Training equipment maintenance includes maintenance of equipment
and recertification of skills.
Systems Support (Engineering)
The systems engineering element refers to the systems engineering
3 integrated engineering effort including systems engineering, design engi-
i neering, support engineering, production engineering, and specialty fields
i (i. e. , reliability, maintainability, system effectiveness, safety, human
I factors, etc. ).
f
i Program Management
j Program management activities refer to the technical and adminis-
1 trative planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, controlling, and
> approval actions designed to accomplish overall project objectives which are
•: not associated with specific hardware elements. Examples of these activities
! are configuration management, cost/schedule management, data manage-
ment, contract management, transportaion and packaging program.
Other
Those activities which are not included above or identifiable with
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Operations Recurring Costs
Prelaunch and Launch Operations
The launch operations and services element refers to all contractor
effort and materials to conduct equipment receiving and checkout at the
launch site, preflight assembly and checkout, transportation of equipment on
1 the test range, logistics support for launch operations, pre/post flight data
1 reduction and analysis, and actual countdown and launch operations, and
j launch pad refurbishment. These services and materials should be specified
j by hardware item (i. e. , spacecraft, launch vehicle, etc. ), where
appropriate.
Mission Operations Support Systems
-j The flight operations and services element refers to all contractor
v
 effort and material required to perform ground command, control, tracking,
and communications with the space vehicle(s). This element includes, for
I example, flight control, telemetry, communications, data processing, data
analysis, and logistics support for ground equipment.
R efurbishment
The costs of those activities required to restore a previously flo\vn
reusable system to flight readiness condition.
Other
Those activities which are not included above or identifiable with hard-
ware or specific program requirements.
2-7
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COST ESTIMATE DATA FORM B
Cost Estimate Data Form B will provide NASA management with detail
cost information by subdivision of work and elements of cost.
The approach in completing the Cost Estimate Form B was developed
with the use of the 1968 Apollo CSM Cost Study and the Saturn S-II Cost
Study. These studies identified cost by subdivisions of work and elements
of cost compatible with those in Form B. Elements of cost by subdivisions
of work from the cost studies were identified by percentage. These per-
centages were used to apportion dollar values for subdivisions of work into
elements of costs in Form B.
All dollars on Cost Form B are in millions.
The Experiment and Experiment Module Cost Form B's are identical
to those reported in SD 70-154 (DRL 5) and are not repeated herein. Refer
to program costing ground rule 13.
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3. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA
This section, by WBS hardware item, Technical Data Form C presents
the technical, physical, and mission characteristics which may have a sig-
nificant effect on the cost of an item.
The technical characteristics include sizing parameters, i. e. , total
impulse, weight, kwh, volume, etc. ; performance parameters; minimum
attitude change rates, ISp» etc. ; complexity parameters, i. e. , number of
restarts, number of attitude changes, etc. ; reliability parameters, i. e. ,
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4. TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING SCHEDULES
This section presents an estimate of the resources required to
accomplish subsequent phases of the Space Station program. Separate fund-
ing schedules are included for design and development (nonrecurring), pro-
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COST ESTIMATE DATA FORM D
Data form D includes the total program funding schedules and presents
an estimate of the resources required to accomplish the Space Station
Program.
These schedules will represent the summarization of cost estimates
at Level 5 of the WBS and FIL items into the project level. To accomplish
this, the WBS cost estimate at Level 5 is time-phased by fiscal year against
the proposed development and production plans by using the appropriate
spreading function, and the results summarized to produce the funding
schedules. Details are contained on cost form A. When the schedule of a
lower level item is flexible, the schedule has been adjusted to smooth or
minimize the peak funding of the project. Funding schedules for major pro-
gram items are presented separately for the nonrecurring and recurr ing
costs.
Because the cost estimates represented on the cost data forms A
and B dc not include FEE, the latter has been added to the project, summary
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! This section provides cost data for the research, development, test
] and evaluation (RDT&E) , and f irs t-f l ight units of the candidate experiment
J FPE modules, module subsystems, and ISS for experiments (Tables 5-1
} and 5-2).
.i
:* NASA Blue Book costs were only used as guides for comparative
j purposes. In almost all FPE's, the Blue Book costs were found to be
extremely low, primari ly because certain experiments, experiment-
support equipment, modules, and module subsystems were omitted in Blue
Book costing.
Launch schedule data are based upon the Experiment Program Model
(Mission Sequence Plan).
In almost all cases, the costs shown were obtained from the General
Electric Company Spacecraft Cost Model v/hich provides cost-estimating
relationships (CER's) at the subsystem level, based upon regression p.nrl
analyses on historical data of known subsystems built by General Electr ic
and other companies (i .e. , Nimbus, ATS, OAO, OGO, Bios, Apollo,
Surveyor, Ranger, Lunar. Orbiter, Gemini, MORL, e tc . ) -
Consideration was given to the development state of each hardware
item. If the hardware item was new, an assessment was made as to the
amount of development and test effor t that would be required to provide
flight-proven hardware of high reliabil i ty. If the item was off- the-shelf ,
an assessment was made as to the costs required to procure the item and
integrate it into the appropriate system.
Learning curves were used where mult iple-quanti ty production was
required, as in the case of module support sections, module experiment
sections, and module support subsystems. A 90-percent learning curve
was used throughout most of the analysis. Experiment integration and
program management costs were taken to be 12 percent of experiment and
module costs, based upon an extrapolation of Company experience.
COST AVOIDANCE
••'-.A
Application of cost-avoidance guidelines indicated that the use of




performed to determine the least number of modules and module subsystems
required to accommodate the FPE's. The following summarizes the cost
data between the preliminary and final report.
Cost (millions)
"*
Modules and module subsystems
Integration and program management
Totals









*A historical factor of 12 percent was used to determine integration
and program management costs.
The use of the Shuttle may decrease traditional and production costs,
since it relieves many of the usual weight and volume constraints and also
creates a more benign launch environment. Potential cost savings exist in
the areas of reduced structural design analysis , abbreviated test programs;
greater use of proven equipment, and reductions or simplifications in the
use of deployment mechanisms.
i
Although it would require an extensive study to determine the quantita-
tive nature of these cost reductions, preliminary analysis has indicated a
potential saving on the order of 10 to 20 percent in the direct design and pro-
duction costs of experiment hardware and space vehicles. In addition to this
immediate cost redcution, the use of the Shuttle would permit an earth
return-repair-reorbit cycle for failed hardware, which at the projected
launch costs for the Shuttle appear to be cost-feasible.
Using the Space Station for maintenance of integral experiments and
attached modules can yield higher reliability and longer operational usage
for experiments and modules. Additional cost savings or perhaps 10 to
20 percent could result from the use of the Space Station for planned main-
tenance and repair. The quantitative cost saving would again require an
extensive study.
An independent analysis was performed at NR Space Division pr ior to
receiving General Electric's cost f igures for experiments and module sub-







hardware items such as telescopes, mounts, cameras, module structures,
X-ray equipment, general equipment, controls and displays, cages, racks,
. and consoles. Based on these categories, an estimated dollars per pound
was applied against their total weight which resulted in a total category cost.
All categories of cost were then summarized resulting in a total cost f igure.
This cost figure was then compared to the cost f igure received from General
Electric for validity of their figure. Upon completion of analysis, the
] General Electric costs were within a few percentage points of NR/Space
Division costs. Based on this experience, it was decided to use cost figures
from General Electric for all experiment and module effort.
During the Phase B Study, a costing meeting was held at General
Electric with personnel attending from both NR Space Division and NASA to
review their costing approach and methodology for costing experiments and
modules. In addition, the techniques of cost modeling used in development
of both the experiments and modules were reviewed.
INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM
This portion of the information subsystem effort is directly related to
the experiment program. Engineering performed, a detailed analysis to
separate this effort from the total Space Station Information Subsystem.
This was accomplished for both the hardware and software effort. Excluded
from the information subsystem costs are annual operating costs and unique
ground equipment costs (Table 5-3).
Dollars per pound, were developed for both RDT&E and flight-unit
hardware. These dollars per pound were then applied to the estimated
weight.
The supporting factors for tooling and STE, program management,
test and operations, etc. , are the same as those applied against the Space
Station.
EARTH SURVEY MODULE
To show visibility of the earth survey module costs, Table 5-4 is an
identification of cost for its eight major subsystems. These were identified
by using the relationship of subsystems cost in the core module to the totla
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Table 5-3. Summary of Information Subsystem, ZXX-55-00-00-00
Cost Category
Information subsystem, experiments
Captive and ground test
Tooling and special test equipment
Test and operations
Other
Training equipment and simulators
System support and system engineering
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